
Air-Displacement Pipette
WORLD PIPETTING STANDARD 

Legendary Performance 
The PIPETMAN® Classic line, one of the world standard in 
pipetting, offers a wide range of continuously adjustable, 
air-displacement pipettes with legendary accuracy and 
precision.

Built-to-Last
Made of highly resistant materials like PVDF and stainless 
steel, PIPETMAN Classic offers uncontested durability and 
reliability. Built-to-last, it is the economical solution for years 
of pipetting.

Extremely Easy to Maintain 
Routine cleaning and maintenance are all that is required to 
keep PIPETMAN Classic in top condition for years.  
The PIPETMAN Classic design allows for easy access to 
user-serviceable parts, along with a fully autoclavable tip 
holder and ejector.

CLASSIC
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PIPETMAN Classic — Variable Volume Models

Model PIPETMAN® DIAMOND 
Tips

Part Number Volume (μL)

P2 D10
DL10

DF10ST
DFL10ST F144801 0.2-2 μL

P10 D10
DL10

DF10ST
DFL10ST F144802 1-10 μL

P20 D200 DF30ST F123600 2-20 μL

P100 D200 DF100ST F123615 10-100 μL

P200 D200 DF200ST
DF300ST F123601 20-200 μL

P1000 D1000 DF1000ST
DF1200ST F123602 100-1000 μL

P5000* D5000 F123603 500-5000 μL

P10mL* D10mL F161201 1000-10000 μL

Color-Coded Push Button
The color-coded push button ensures easy identification of the 
pipette and makes it GLP compliant.

Simple Tip Ejection
PIPETMAN Classic is equipped with a clip ejector that allows 
convenient access to the serviceable parts.

Thick-Bodied Handle
Made with PVDF, the handle design minimizes the effects from 
hand warming that could alter the precision of the pipetting results.

Models equipped with a tip ejector are only sold with a stainless steel tip ejector. Plastic tip 
ejector is available as an accessory.

*P5000 and P10mL do not have tip ejectors.

Gilson maximum permissible errors are guaranteed only when PIPETMAN pipettes are used with 
the recommended PIPETMAN DIAMOND Tips.

Download PIPETMAN Classic specifications at  
www.gilson.com


